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World of Wator was developed by: 1. Petr Mila, abraiment@abraiment.com 2. Tomas Hronc,
hronc@... 3. Miguel Marcos, milamasas@... 4. Andrei Steinberger, andrei@... 5. 6. Stefan Mims,
stefan@... Copyright (c) 2016 All rights reserved. World of Wator is free software: you can
redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.
World of Wator is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;
without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of
the GNU General Public License along with World of Wator. If you find the program useful, you may
consider helping it to gain further development by supporting it with donations ( or support ( You
may also reach us via our usual contact information: World of Wator is a screensaver
which simulates a predator-prey model on the hypothetical planet of WaTor (Water Torus) whose
surface is entirely covered with water, occupied by two species: fish and sharks. The fish exist on a
never ending supply of plankton. Both sharks and fish live according to a strict set of rules. This
simulation of a simple ecology is highly dynamic as both species are walking a thin line between
continuing life and extinction. In every time step, a fish moves randomly to one of the four
neighboring fields, provided it is empty. Every fish has a predefined "breed time". On exceeding this
time, it gives birth to a new fish in one of the neighboring cells, provided this randomly selected cell
is free. (If not nothing happens.) Breed time counter of both the original and the descendant fish will
be reset. Sharks move randomly to fields that are either free or occupied by fish. Every round they
lose one point of energy. If they enter a field occupied by a fish
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f = field(warping speed) b = birth rate (live birth, no cetaceans) s = species (fish or shark) pc =
predefined energy cost for killing (can be positive or negative) y = harvest cost (not energy) energy
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(redundant) (Also see the main readme for some additional information and a list of configurable
parameters) Options: f = 1 - # fields for every round (default: 2) b = 1 - # live birth per round
(default: 0) s = 1 - # species (default: 2) pc = 1 - # energy cost (positive only) y = 1 - # harvest cost
(negative only) energy = 1 - # stored energy (redundant) Controls: The game starts with two fish
swimming next to each other, each having 5 energy. (10 energy for the two sharks). Rounds: Every
round a fish moves, feeding on the plankton on its way to a random neighbor. This can result in the
birth of a fish in the same field. The fish dies in a round if it lives past its breed time. In round n+1
the energy of every species is reduced by (s-n) %, sharks by pc, and fish by (f-n) %. If a shark dies
before having eaten a fish, it moves to one of the neighboring fields and lives there forever. If a
shark dies and has an offspring in a neighboring field, they both live in the field. Sharks and fish
always keep their energy as close to zero as possible. If both species have the same breed time they
both die in a round, unless one or both have a offspring. If the two species don't have the same
breed time they live on a time out. If a species has died, it will revive in a round after 1-10 rounds
(an extra round for every 10 energy). Last note: This simulation has been around for a few years now
and it's never crashed. All the following numbers are based on tests I ran a while ago. This is a very
dynamic simulation and there are a lot of possibilities and ways to play with it. I hope you enjoy it!
CONFIGURATION SETTINGS Parameters are accessed via keymacs from the main configuration
file. For most parameters a range is available (minimum 2edc1e01e8
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Similar software shotlights: Hawk-Eye 2.0 Hawk-Eye 2.0 is a program for simulating a real-time 3D
Hawk-Eye system in Windows environments. No prior knowledge of computer graphics is required,
Hawk-Eye is easy to use. It can also be used in the DOS era of... Linotype Designer 4.0 The Linotype
Designer 4.0 is a comprehensive program designed to help you create beautiful professional-looking
Linotype fonts and edit them. This software contains a digital drawing Shooter XP A powerful 3D
shooting game developed for Windows XP. Featuring over 80 levels with realistic physics, realistic
weapon sounds, amazing 3D graphics, and real-time feedback. The Armor of God Armor of God is a
game developed by German developer Reichert. It is a spiritual game for Windows, inspired by the
book "The Armor of God". It is aimed at Christian gamers who want to be... WELCOME TO THE
FROGS WELCOME TO THE FROGS is a simple, fun arcade game that has Frogs, a little frog,
jumping on a frog, and jumping to catch the Frog. It is one of the most popular games in the
collection. Frogs Police Cars Police Cars is a game developed by German developer Reichert. It is a
highly realistic physics and graphics game. This game is also developed based on the book "The Frog
Prince". It has... Frogs Planet Island Frogs Planet Island is an island where the frogs live in peace.
They live in big houses, each on an island. Their only worries are they like to eat meat, they eat meat
because that's how they... Frogs Rolling Stones Frogs Rolling Stones is a game developed by
German developer Reichert. It is a simple game with two players, a Frog, and a Frog, who are rolling
a ball. The Frogs can roll on the floor, on... Frogs Dino Frogs Dino is a simple game, where you need
to guide two frogs, one blue frog, and the other one green frog. In the beginning, the blue frog is on
top of the green frog. You need to guide both frogs to the... Frogs 1 Frogs 1 is a game developed by
German developer Reichert. It is a simple game with two players, a Frog, and a Frog, who are rolling
a
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What's New In?

[b] Description: [pre] World of Wator: [/pre] A realistic simulation of a predator-prey model. [pre]
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Source code: [/pre] World of Wator is a screensaver that simulates a predator-prey model on the
hypothetical planet of WaTor (Water Torus). The surface is entirely covered with water, inhabited by
two species: fish and sharks. The fish live on a never ending supply of plankton. Sharks exist on a
higher but finite food chain and are therefore more complex to represent. Every time step a fish
moves randomly to one of the four neighboring fields, provided it is empty. Every fish has a
predefined "breed time". On exceeding this time, it gives birth to a new fish in one of the
neighboring cells, provided this randomly selected cell is free. (If not nothing happens.) Breed time
counter of both the original and the descendant fish will be reset. Sharks move randomly to fields
that are either free or occupied by fish. Every round they lose one point of energy. If they enter a
field occupied by a fish they eat the fish and gain a defined amount of energy. If the energy level
drops below zero the shark dies. If the energy exceeds a predefined value sharks create an offspring
in a free neighboring field. The energy is split evenly between the parent and the child, which will
have half of the energy gained by the parent. In this way we have a simulating process that models a
population of fish and sharks. [pre] World of Wator: [/pre] Features: [pre] World of Wator: [/pre]
Screensaver - Simulation of a predator-prey model on the hypothetical planet of WaTor (Water
Torus). [pre] Statistics: [/pre] World of Wator is a very simple screensaver that models a simple
population dynamics on a world where a supply of plankton is present but limited, so that it can only
be harvested by a finite number of fish. In each time step a fish is generated randomly, provided the
field in which it is created is empty. Every fish has a breed time and exceeding this time it is born,
provided the randomly selected field is free. [pre] Version history: [/pre] World of Wator was first
made available in 2002 by Code Gorilla. Since then it has been updated by a single person for their
own use. It was then picked up by the perl devgroup in 2007 and has been under development ever
since. Copyrigth is Copyrighted 2003-2020, The World of Wator Screensaver Team. For licensing
information, please see COPYRIGHT.TXT. The version number is 0.46.24, released on May 8th, 2019.
There are no known bugs. -pre (Open Screen saver in PreEmptive)



System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows Vista SP2 64-bit CPU: 1.86 GHz Core 2 Duo RAM: 2 GB HDD: 50 GB
Graphics: DirectX 9.0, ATI Radeon x1600 (128MB) or NVIDIA GeForce 8600M GT (256MB)
Recommended: CPU: 2.93 GHz Core 2 Quad RAM: 4 GB HDD: 100 GB Graphics: DirectX 10, ATi
Radeon HD 3450 (
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